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Abstract— We describe compositional architectures and
certifications in the research project certMILS. Compositional architectures enable re-use of certified COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) components with a well-defined delegation of responsibilities between component developers
and system integrators during cyber physical system design
and certification. We show how we used a Common Criteria certified MILS (Multiple Independent Levels of Safety /
Security) platform for compositional designs and IEC
62443-4-1/62443-4-2 security evaluations and certifications
for composed systems from the domains of smart grid,
railway, and subway, that are safety- and security-critical.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Previously isolated physical systems have become connected to the Internet. For instance, in transportation, for passenger
comfort as well as operational efficiency, almost all means of
transportation (airplanes, trains, cars, ships) are networked.
In the domain of such real-time and networked embedded
computing, the certMILS project (“Compositional security
certification for medium- to high-assurance COTS-based systems in environments with emerging threats”) has developed
compositional designs based on MILS (“multiple independent
levels of safety / security” [1]), using compositional security
certification to re-use a certified COTS product. For evaluation
of the approach, project partners Q-Media, Schneider Electric
and Thales Austria implemented demonstrations (pilots) for
each of their domains in subway, smart grid and railway, acting
as system integrators. Research questions comprise: (1) understand via learning-by-doing re-use of existing safety experience
/ artifacts for security and the effort still needed; (2) understand
how a separation kernel and its Common Criteria certification
can ease IEC 62443 certification. Here we address question (2);
question (1) had been focus of a previous publication [2].
Section III describes the setting: how we built the architecture of the pilots for mixed-critical systems, their commonalities and the underlying MILS design. Section IV reports on
how certifications for the pilots and a MILS separation kernel
have been achieved, utilizing the MILS separation kernel’s
resource management and information flow control. We conclude with related work, summary of results, and lessons learnt.

II. SYSTEMS AND THEIR (MIXED-CRITICAL) COMPOSITIONS
All three use cases embody a safety-critical system as an
asset: (1) in the smart grid use case this was a remote terminal
unit (RTU) regulating electrical grid voltages and current flow,
(2) in the railway use case a railway platform for on-board and
off-board (e.g. signalling) systems, (3) in the subway use case a
restricted network. We provided (further) networking of these
systems, consisting of (1) an isolated monitoring access in the
smart grid RTU, (2) a security firewall for the railway platform,
and (3) a security gateway securely connecting an open network to a restricted network. We needed to show is that each
networked safety-critical system preserved its existing safety
properties under security threats arising from the network access, that is that the safety-critical properties were preserved.
This is a mixed-critical architecture, where the safety system is
of a high criticality and the additional networking is of a lower
criticality: network functions shall not impact safety functions.
The MILS architecture is a software/hardware architecture for
designing, implementing and certifying these mixed-critical
systems. A MILS platform is a hardware platform exclusively
controlled by system software (separation kernel) providing
secure execution environments called partitions [1].

Figure 1: MILS platform
Naming components, behaviours and safety properties explicitly (Figure 1), computational systems have often been
described as state machines, a transition function and invariants. For instance, take a critical system a with transition function qa, and a less critical system b with transition function qb.
Then the combined system ab has transition function qab. If we
add a MILS platform m, and its configuration c then the combined system mcab using that MILS platform has transition
function qmcab. What we typically want to ensure in safetycritical systems is that safety property ia, always holds on sys-

tem a, meaning that it is preserved by the initial condition of a
and under the transition function qa. A safety or security property that always holds is also called an invariant. For the compositional system mcab, this means that an invariant imcab is
always preserved by the initial condition of system mcab and
transition function qmcab. In a mixed-critical case, the invariant
imcab consists of the safety properties ia for its component a plus
safety and security properties for the MILS platform itself im,
and its appropriate configuration ic that determine its transition
function and initial condition, but do not depend on ib. In a
compositional certification context, im is shown by the base
separation kernel certification, and ic is shown by the certification of the composed system. Moreover, for security properties
not originating from the separation kernel, these need to be
shown from invariants of system a (ia) or (if non-critical) system b (ib) in the compositional certification.
III.

COMPOSITIONAL ARCHITECTURE

A. MILS architecture and separation kernel
The Multiple Independent Levels of Security (MILS [1])
architecture is based on using a separation kernel. The separation kernel is a special kind of operating system, that is optimized for providing strong separation between the execution
environments (“partitions” see Figure 1). The separation kernel
has a small code base, so that it can be inspected for safety
and/or security certification, to establish the invariant that it
does not bypass its configuration (im). As safety- and securitycritical embedded systems do not change during run-time, a
separation kernel allows to configure the system’s definition of
partitions and allocation of resources during integration time
when the system binary is assembled. It provides separation by
default and allowing controlled information flow only by configuration (ic). The separation kernel thus greatly simplifies the
system’s transition function qmcab, because interactions between
partitions only happen when this is explicitly requested. Unlike
a separation kernel with its static and always enforced configuration, in comparison, a desktop operating system such as Windows or Linux in addition would at run-time dynamically reallocate memory between processes, creating non-desired and
non-controllable interference between processes. Of course, the
transition function qmcab does not have to be computed or written down explicitly as a whole, rather for certification we ensure that no transition of qmcab violates imcab given by the separation kernel. For a separation kernel, with its design for “no
communication or interference unless allowed”, qmcab is limited
to explicitly allowed communication, thus imcab is stronger and
easier to verify than a desktop operating’s system imcab.

Figure 2: Use of MILS platform for controlled information flow (e.g. data diode functionality)

B. Description of security architectures in compositional
pilots
The three project pilots in the smart grid, railway and subway domain have in common that they are safety- and securitycritical embedded systems. From a threat analysis point of
view, they operate in a mixed-criticality operational environment interacting with less trusted domains, protecting assets
from attackers [3]. In all three pilots, the separation kernel is
used either for a data diode [4] or at least control of network
functionality in the pilots as shown in Figure 2. As the separation kernel’s behaviour is determined by its configuration (ic),
we used security architecture templates [5] to allow to describe
the chosen configuration in text form. Structuring the architecture description around the separation kernel’s configuration
also gave better comparability of the architecture descriptions
produced for each pilot in an early stage of the project.
This approach of using a separation kernel that allows to establish safety and security invariants by its configuration (ic)
means that we have a clearer interface for breaking down the
composition task. I.e., the security guarantees that are provided
by the technical component separation kernel are quite well
understood. In certMILS, we gained strong support from a
public survey among stakeholders [6]. From a logical perspective this means, that for finding a good compositional architecture, our approach is not just a purely top-down search for the
optimal fulfilment of external requirements. Instead, it also has
a strong bottom-up part by using a well-understood component,
the MILS separation kernel. Thereby, the multiple use of the
well-understood MILS architecture is our approach for reducing the search space [7]. While our discussion here focuses on
the pilots’ common basis, they still differ for example on how
they address each specific operational environment.
IV.

COMPOSITIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

A. Choice of standards
We selected IEC 62443-4-1 [8] and IEC 62443-4-2 [9] to
certify the pilots and Common Criteria (CC) [10] to certify the
separation kernel: The security certification landscape is characterized by the generic CC on the one hard and applicationdomain specific standards on the other hand. Because the CC
is quite generic, rigorous, and also involves a governmental
authority, it has been considered more suitable for a small,
stable and well re-usable systems/products [11], in our context
the MILS separation kernel.
For industrial automation and control systems (IACS), the
standard IEC 62443 has been created to improve the security of
entire production facilities, whose life-cycle includes frequent
changes that need to be made to a plant, which is reflected by
life cycle processes: For example, risk assessment is continuously repeated to cover IACS evolution. Two of three demonstrators in certMILS are about rail systems (railway and subway), including their track-side networks (e.g. for control
command and signalling). Because in effect, these distributed
systems are similarly complex as IACS, CENELEC’s prTS
50701 [12] is largely based on the IEC 62443 standard in the
field of cyber-security. The next choice was about the certification schemes where IEC 62443 has different options such as
(1) IECEE certification body (CB) Industrial Cyber Security

Table 1: Example of CC requirement provided by separation kernel: access control to memory FDP_ACF1.2/MA
Requirement in
security
target
[40],
FDP_AC
F.1.2/MA
(excerpt)

Functional specification
System
design

Security
architecture
Testing

Access to physical memory M of type <VM_MEM_TYPE_ROM>, <VM_MEM_TYPE_RAM>, <VM_MEM_TYPE_IO_MEM>,
or <VM_MEM_TYPE_IO_PORT> is allowed to a subject in partition PA if:
• M is specified in a <MemoryRequirement> MR in the <MemoryRequirementTable> contained within the <Partition> P and the
attribute <IsPool> is set to <false>
AND
• the access operation is read or write or execute and the access mode <AccessMode> of MR matches
<VM_MEM_ACCESS_RD> for read, <VM_MEM_ACCESS_WR> for write, and <VM_MEM_ACCESS_EXEC> for execute correspondingly
[ …] OR
• M is specified in a property file system <prop_memmap> node PN
AND
• the <FileAccessTable> element of PA has an element of type <FileAccess> where the <AccessMode> attribute is AM and attribute <FileName> matches the PN
AND
• a subject in partition PA has successfully performed open operation (vm_open) on the property node name PN with access
flags AF including <VM_O_MAP> and AF being subset of AM, resulting in a file descriptor FD
AND
• a subject in partition PA has successfully performed a property memory mapping (vm_prop_mem_map) operation with the
file descriptor FD
AND
• the access operation is read or write or execute and compatible with AF
The functionality is documented in the design artefacts and user guidance, e.g., all parameters at the separation kernel configuration
interface (example above: <VM_MEM_TYPE_ROM>) as well as to run-time system calls (in the example above: vm_open at
runtime for files) must be explained. For this, we used available requirements specification from safety.
System design describes in which subsystems (kernel subsystem and CPU architecture-dependent subsystems) and which modules
the memory management functionality resides. At the module level, system calls, e.g., for memory mapping tend to stay within the
memory-mapping module, where the security functional requirement (SFR)-enforcing functionality is. In addition, memory mapping calls involving access control have some SFR-supporting functionality with finding out which subject the current invoker of
the system call is, which is needed to decide for the source of the invocation. The evaluator ensured that all functionality (SFRs) can
be traced to the design.
The security architecture explains how memory separation contributes to maintaining different security domains; how memory
management unit (MMU) initialization happens (e.g., different stages of memory setup at initialization steps of kernels and system
services); how the intended memory setup cannot be bypassed at run-time (e.g., explaining how exceptions, such as page faults, are
triggered on behalf of the MMU) and how calls to vm_open obey the configuration.
Functional testing of positive and negative tests that memory access is allowed / denied when it is configured by the system integrator. The evaluator checks that SFRs have tests in the CC test coverage work unit ATE_COV, which also lists the test cases that
cover that the configuration is enforced at run-time. Fuzz testing of memory-related system calls.

Program [13], (2) ISASecure IEC 62443 Certifications [14], (3)
exida IEC 62443 Cyber Security Certification Programs [15].
One of our consortium members (EZU) plays a major role in
IECEE CB development, and the ensured good understanding
of the development of the emerging scheme was one motivation to go for this scheme. IECEE CB also has the advantage
that the applicant can choose quite freely the requirements she
claims to fulfil (the exact scope of the requirements selected is
noted on the certificate).
B. Separation kernel: Assurance provided by the separation
The separation kernel was used to gain separation assurance. To give an example for a separation kernel property (im),
the pilots rely on the fact that the separation kernel properly
manages memory. For the separation kernel’s CC certification
documentation this means that the developer properly explains
how the separation kernel sets up the memory for different
partitions into different address spaces at initialization time
using the MMU and how certain reusable objects (e.g., for
thread data, task data) are managed during run-time, so that
memory between partitions is kept separate. See Table 1 for an
example that shows how the configuration and run-time use of
separation kernel memory is described and evaluated for CC.

C. Use of separation kernel CC assurance for IEC 62443 by
pilots
In a world with unlimited resources the separation kernel
would also have undergone a broader IEC 62443 certification.
But as separation kernels are general-purpose products, and not
limited to industrial control systems from a market perspective,
for a separation kernel vendor it is more meaningful to certify
against CC. Hence, we argue that the CC process requirements
are sufficient for a separation kernel to be used as a component.
A technical argument why a CC certification is sufficient
for a MILS separation kernel to be used in an IEC 62443 context is that both frameworks share many common properties:
For example, both do a threat analysis, based on the identification of assets, threats, adverse agents, security objectives and
functional measures to achieve them. IEC 62443-1-1 explicitly
adopted a threat model based on the CC model [IEC-62443-11, Section 5, Figures 2 and 3]. Formally, the separation kernel
is a COTS component and according to IEC 62443-4-1 SM-9
“Security requirements for externally provided components”, it
is possible to evaluate according to similar software development lifecycle standards. Therefore, we conclude that a CC
certification of a separation kernel suffices for use as subcomponent of a product under 62443-4-1/62443-4-2 certification.

For the certification, the separation kernel helps to fulfil
certain IEC 62443-4-2 functional requirements, reusing assurance provided by the separation kernel, mainly in the IEC
62443 functional groups CR5 restricted data flow and CR7
resource availability, as well as CR3 system integrity [16]. In
Table 2, evaluation arguments for some CR5/CR7 group functional requirements are shown across the pilots: The MILS
platform’s separation kernel is referred to as “MILS separation
kernel” or “separation layer”. We can see that for restricted
data flow (CR5.1 shown for smart grid and railway,
CR5.2/NDR5.2 for subway), the MILS separation kernel’s
information flow control property is used, and the separation
kernel’s per-partition resource management is relied on for
CR7.2 resource management.
Table 2: Example of evaluation evidence for requirements involving
the separation kernel: IECEE-4-2 CR5.1 Network segmentation /
CR5.2 Zone boundary protection / CR 7.2 Resource management
Smart
grid
(CR5.1)

The manufacturer sent the equipment to DEKRA lab for
performing the testing/pentesting.
User manuals are also provided for the evaluators to gain
experience in the use of the unit.
The prototype has two separate networks:
• Partition 1: ETH1 – trusted network (protocol communications).
• Partition 2: ETH2 – untrusted network (web access)
If partition 2 gets attacked by malicious traffic exploiting a
vulnerability of the webserver, this traffic would not reach
partition 1 hosting the critical functionality, since the information flow policy between the partitions is strictly enforced
by MILS. The manufacturer provides guidance (both documentation and online support) on how to configure for fulfilling the above-mentioned functionality. Once the configuration is applied, the evaluators conduct (pen)testing to confirm that the network segregation feature cannot be bypassed.
Railway The separation layer incorporates a technique called IOMMU
(CR5.1) (Input–Output Memory Management Unit) to hand-over the
only used network interface (which connects to Zone 2) of
the hardware board from the separation layer to TASPlatform (A) and directly map it into TAS-Platform (A)’s
memory. The interface is only accessible to this instance after
a successful start-up and verification of the used exec-images.
In case of an attack on the device itself, TAS-Platform (B),
which runs all safety-related software is never affected due to
only whitelisted packages being able to reach this instance.
The separation layer is not able to be directly attacked via a
network interface due to utilization of the previously mentioned IOMMU technology.
Subway The zone boundary protection requirements are network(CR5.2/ component-specific. The assessment of this requirement has
NDR5.2) been carried out in the following steps:
• verification of the client’s indication of interest for assessment in “62443-4-2 Applicability QMA.xlsx”,
• verification of the information provided by the client in
the columns “Conformity Statement” and “Conformity
Evidence” in “Documentation iec62443_4_2.xlsx”
• analysis of the CR 5.2 requirement in the IEC 62443-4-2
standard,
• analysis of the NDR 5.2 requirement and its justification
in the standard,
• assessment of the column “Conformity Statement”, in
which the client briefly described how he meets CR 5.2
(NDR 5.2) requirements. It includes the use of a MILS
separation kernel (PikeOS) for the implementation of in-

dependent and mutually isolated channels with the implementation of surveillance application monitoring, enabling / disabling network traffic on physical and virtual
Eth communication interfaces based on an intervention
from a diagnostic system,
• verification of the information given in the “Conformity
Evidence” column in PikeOS 4.2 documentation,
Smart grid Due to MILS separation kernel, every partition has assigned
(CR7.2) the resources (memory and CPU) needed.
Railway The separation layer incorporates various techniques to rate(CR7.2) limit the resources of the virtual instances TAS-Platform (A)
and TAS-Platform (B) which are managed by the used virtualization technique to limit CPU and memory consumption
according to the needed resources, and also applies CPU
instruction limiting to both virtual instances to further minimize the attack surface.
Subway The assessment of this requirement has been carried out in
(CR7.2) the following steps:
• verification of the client's indication of interest for assessment in document “62443-42_Applicability_QMA.xlsx”,
• verification of the information provided by the client in
the columns “Conformity Statement” and “Conformity
Evidence” in the document “Documentation
iec62443_4_2.xlsx”,
• analysis of the requirement CR 7.2 in IEC 62443-4-2
standard and its justification in this standard,
• assessment of the content of the “Conformity Statement”
column, in which the client briefly described how he
meets the CR 7.2 requirement. It includes the use of the
PikeOS operating system enabling the allocation of system resources depending on the virtual platform configuration,
• verification of the information given in the “Conformity
Evidence” column in the PikeOS documentation,

V.

RELATED WORK

Compositional assurance can be expressed in models. For
instance, it has been shown that, at the level of behaviour of
event traces, security properties do not necessarily compose, if
component interactions are not well controlled [17]. This can
be mitigated by choosing appropriate architectures and similar
building blocks that allow tight control over information flows.
Rushby [18] and DeLong [19] have formalized this for separation kernels, inspiring our own notation in Section II. If we step
back to take a very broad look, composition of systems of
course not only has been studied in computer science, but also
in system science as a whole, and also the insight that a transition function should be at a high level to be reasonably understandable has been expressed in that community too [20].
The CC allow compositional certification through “Composed Assurance Packages” [10], though this approach is so far
rarely used [21] [22]. The smart card community has worked
out detailed guidance for the compositional certification of
smart cards and their operating [23] [24], including even estimations of cost savings [25]. We have seen that the input for
evaluation is not only the separation kernel but also the guidance on how to use it securely and safely. This has been generally observed for many safety [26] [27] and security evaluations [23] [24]. If components from different vendors or across
the hardware/software boundary are involved, appropriate
information exchange between parties still can be difficult

when it is not specified what information is exchanged or only
high-level information is exchanged [28] [29].
Compositional architectures and assurance arguments for
MILS as studied here in certMILS as well as in other projects
such as D-MILS [30] emulate the smart card approach by
providing an environment for relatively robust building blocks
via the separation kernel, also facilitating information exchange
between different parties by setting relatively clear domain
separation. For our own use, but also as a means to interact
with the community at large, certMILS has published guidelines and templates for MILS certification for component developers, product integrators and evaluators, such as a CC
protection profile (PP) draft [31], drafts for additional PP modules [32] and guidelines for using the PP [33]. We expect these
to ease future certifications of MILS systems in particular, as
well as compositional systems in general.
Sufficiency of CC certification for OS (Section IV.C) had
previously been indicated also in IsaSecure’s guideline for the
application of IEC 62443-4-1, SDLA-312 version 3.0 [34], and
more recent versions of SDLA 312 [35] go along with the
guidance of IEC 62443-4-1 unit SM-9 for externally supplied
components in general, which applies to our pilots as discussed
in Section IV.C. Similarly, acceptance of other certifications is
suggested in the railway sector’s VDE 0831-104 [36].
VI.

RESULTS AND LESSONS LEARNED

A. Overall results
We developed and used a compositional architecture (Section III). We did compositional certifications using two different certification approaches, the CC and IEC 62443 (Section IV), based on a certified MILS platform, and the means of
platform-to-system assurance propagation provided by the
MILS architecture. What is new and the contribution of this
work is the pervasive look at assurance covering both the
MILS separation kernel and the composed systems. We have
also for first time pin-pointed which IEC 62443 work units
were suitable to make the connection. Working from a research
project gave resources to contribute closely to the IECEE CB
standardization process and to try it out (Section IV.C), resulting in the world’s first IECEE CB IEC 62443-4-1 certification.
IEC 62443-4-1 SUM-5 requires a faster security patching process than the longer-term CC evaluation process; the MILS
architecture allows to patch partitions on top of the separation
kernel safely and securely.
B. Use of generic certMILS research artefacts for
certification
An assumption we wanted to assert with the pilots, is
whether the MILS is useful for the security architecture used in
compositional certification. In addition to the similarity of the
pilots, concrete artefacts were reused as described by [2].
C. Limitations of the certMILS approach
In certMILS we assumed the underlying hardware to be
correct. As Spectre/Meltdown have shown, this is an optimistic
assumption. However, currently for COTS hardware, there is
no hardware certification assurance easily available. Indeed,
recent developments in open hardware such as the open RISCV ISA could be promising for better information exchange

across the hardware-software boundary. We also did not explicitly address the issue of recertification, for which several
approaches exist, e.g. re-use of artefacts and maintenance certifications [37]. Some aspects – such as secure boot – could have
technically been covered also by the separation kernel (at the
expense of a larger code base to certify), whereas others such
as identity management are usually on the application side.
D. Real-world certification and research project aspects:
additions and short-cuts
Previous experience with research projects involving certification showed that aiming at a real certification within a project increases the motivation for both applicants and evaluators
to spend more effort, but full certification is not always feasible
(e.g. other constraints such as product line development). For
each IEC 62443-4-1 and IEC 62443-4-2 we did a gap analysis
(smart grid) and two certifications (railway and subway).
For the smart grid pilot, Schneider Electric split out a medium-assurance pilot for doing most of the IEC 62443 gap analysis and a high-assurance pilot for the use of a separation kernel
and IEC 62443 work units related to use of a separation kernel.
Project partner DEKRA gained a lot of expertise during the
evaluation, as some internal training processes were needed for
the evaluators and is now in a good position to perform IEC
62443 evaluations for other parties. In addition, Schneider
Electric gained experience in this kind of processes by identifying gaps in respect to the standard and by learning about the
evaluation process that is very useful for future evaluations.
For the subway pilot, project partner Q-Media had to balance between ideal business needs for going towards a more
generic product and the need to freeze certification requirements. In the end, a specific setup was used for evaluation.
For the railway pilot, application of kernel driver robustness
testing was trialled [38]. The technical approach was originally
developed for the separation kernel, but also ported for use in
the Linux-based separation technology in use by the platform
pilot. The trial revealed the real-world complications of introducing code-injection-based testing technologies, such as
adapting/rebuilding an existing toolchain to accommodate for
plug-ins as well as substantial performance issues related to
fuzz-testing hardware drivers compared to common softwareonly fuzz-testing.
For the separation kernel itself, there was delay caused by a
previous certification that had to be finished before the higherlevel certification activities of the certMILS project itself could
start. But the assurance level (EAL3) of the previous certification [39] [40] was sufficient to supply the compositional arguments in certMILS for the pilots.
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